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A Executive summary 
This document is a review of a shelter project funded by the UK’s Department for International Development (DfID) 
and implemented by CARE International Indonesia (CII) and its partner P3SD in Pariaman Padang, West Sumatra.  

 The full document has been shared with CARE Indonesia and DfID. 

 Two case studies have been extracted for DfID on accountability and technical quality 
 

Field notes which give voice to those participating in the review are shown as Boxes. 
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Abbreviations and Terms 
CI  CARE International 
COs  CARE’s Country Offices 
CII  CARE International Indonesia (Indonesia’s Country Office) 
P3SD  CII’s partner organisation in Pariaman 
CIUK  CARE International UK: home to CI’s shelter advisor 
DFID  UK’s Department for International Development 
T-shelter Transitional Shelters: shelters designed to bridge the gap between the emergency and full 

reconstruction 
SC Emergency Shelter Cluster: the humanitarian coordination structure for agencies to meet, share 

information, strategise and agree common standards 
AAR  CARE International’s After Action Review, evaluation by CI at intervals after emergencies 
DRR  Disaster Risk Reduction 
 
Korong  administrative zone at the level of a community of settlements 
Toukong Mason or builder 
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A1 Project Strategy 
A1. a) Who and why?  
This project targeted 3,400 families vulnerable communities affected by the West Sumatra earthquake on 30th 
September 2009.  
 
This decision was made because transitional shelter was considered an appropriate strategy for people whose 
houses had been damaged or destroyed to bridge the gap between the disaster and the point at which people would 
be able to reconstruct by combining their own resources with the Government of Indonesia compensation. 
 

A1. b) Where and why?  
CII/P3SD worked in two districts: Sungai Sarik, Sungai Geringging. These districts were chosen because CII and their 
partner P3SD had worked with these communities during the emergency phase and prior to the 2009 earthquake.  
 

A1. c) What and why?   
The CII team prioritized strong community engagement from the day of the disaster by working through their local 
partner P3SD, spending as much time as possible sharing decision-making with community leaders; forming 
community committees, selected with local leaders; and implementing a transparent beneficiary selection process 
with a built-in complaints mechanism. 
 
Material support to beneficiaries comprised two tranches of cash – total 3 million rupiah (£214) – and a 60-strong 
team of mobilisers to motivate beneficiaries to build on time – over an incredibly short construction period of 10 
weeks - and to quality minimum standards. Cash was delivered via the Indonesian post office. Beneficiaries had to 
sign an MoU that committed them to spend the money on timber-framed Transitional Shelter and not on a 
permanent house or repairing original house. These timber structures were based on 4 model designs around which 
beneficiaries had freedom to build to meet their own needs using salvaged material, unproductive trees and their 
own additional cash. Quality control was achieved through the application of minimum construction standards; 
training for P3SD field staff, beneficiaries and masons; production of posters and pictures; and weekly technical 
monitoring visits for all recipients of the cash.  
 
These decisions were taken by CII’s senior managers, who had extensive emergency experience elsewhere in 
Indonesia, and who favoured a cash approach because their assessments and instincts showed that communities 
had the capacity, access to materials and labour and community cohesion to manage cash to build transitional 
shelter. A cash approach was also promoted by the Shelter Cluster. These decisions were also motivated in part by 
lessons learnt by CII elsewhere about their own internal capacity and the convenience to CII of outsourcing material 
procurement and cash distributions. 
  

A2 Project Outcomes  
By September 2010, 12 months after the earthquake, results are very good:  

 77% (or 2,603) transitional shelters were complete,  

 11% (or 369) shelters were incomplete but in progress 

 8% (or 265) shelters were incomplete and without sufficient progress to receive the second tranche of cash 

 Less than 5% (or 163) had not been built. 
 
5% is an extremely low failure rate but the reasons for default break down as follows: 

 14 had money taken by someone else (typically widows and senior headed household that trusted someone else 
to administer the funds) 

 76 spent grant to pay for other needs   

 58 repaired old, permanent house (often people in urban areas who did not have space to place a temporary 
shelter) 

 15 bought materials, but did not start construction (including participants who were stuck by illness or death 
during the project. No additional support was given in these cases.) 
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In addition participants reported a 66% occupancy rate of transitional shelters (ie 66% of total not 66% of 77%) – 
complete and incomplete and 10% reported using their house for income generating activities1. 
 

A3 Context for success and lessons learned 
 
These results were achieved because: 

 CARE and P3SD understood the need to give experienced staff and sufficient time to community engagement 
and beneficiary selection meeting with local leaders; addressing grievances through a complaints mechanism 
and visiting every household, every week 

 CARE and P3SD chose a flexible rather than fixed approach to transitional shelter design and this encouraged 
fast construction and a sense of ownership leading to high completion rates and additional investment by 
beneficiaries. The final homes are likely to be “safer” than the construction practices that have become 
prevalent over the past 30 years but it is a mistake to refer to them as earthquake or hazard resistant. If there 
had been a standard fixed design, then the process of checking and quality control would have been much 
easier. However this would have curtailed the freedom of the beneficiaries to build according to their needs, 
wishes and resources. This freedom is, without doubt, the great strength of the programme. A balance was 
struck between these social advantages and the need for safe housing. The challenge for future programmes 
would be to increase the knowledge and understanding of safe building techniques amongst the builders and the 
population. The positive repercussions would then spread much farther into the wider population; and not just 
to the immediate beneficiary families2. 

 

Cash and family preferences 
 Virtuous circle of speed, leverage and freedom: the construction period was very short which meant that 

shelters were completed well before government compensation arrived and before full reconstruction could 
take place. Injecting cash for transitional shelter leveraged households ‘own resources and sped up the pace of 
‘normal’ recovery. These effects were multiplied because people perceived that transitional shelter would be 
permanent. People’s perception of permanence was linked to the flexibility they had to adapt the transitional 
shelter design and invest in it according to their family’s need. Despite the vulnerability of their location (seismic 
zone) and housing (unconfined masonry), the projected motivated many families even on low and irregular 
incomes to top up the 3million rupiah with equivalent and sometimes larger investment from other sources 
including: remittances; selling assets like the gold given to female children; using family and neighbour labour; 
the collective buying of materials; salvage of materials and the use of unproductive trees (for those with 
sufficient land to have unproductive trees). The freedom to adapt and top up that this project gave householders 
resulted in a large quantity of shelters in a short time. This same freedom and adaptation meant a wide variation 
in quality and divergence from design principles.  

 Technical support for repairs – a missed opportunity: unfortunately, although the cash grant was known to be 
sufficient to cover 50% of the full cost of building a T-shelter to CARE’s model designs, those with damaged 
houses that were still standing were reluctant to break down their old house for salvage. This increased the 
amount of materials that had to be bought with the cash grant and left families with a completed T-shelter plus a 
(mildly) damaged old house that would then be repaired without technical support. In addition, not everybody 
qualified for or wanted a transitional shelter – especially those in urban areas. Those that needed or preferred to 
repair a less damaged house went ahead without technical help (e.g. salvaging bricks and building them back 
into unconfined gable end walls) and either received nothing or missed out on the second tranche of grant 
because they broke the terms of the MoU. 

 
Lesson learnt: beneficiary selection filtered those most likely to see the usefulness of transitional shelter: those that 
completed construction were in non-urban areas with space (non-traded land); previously living in single storey 
buildings; historic use, availability and appreciation of timber; no immediate aspiration or ability to repair or rebuild 
– ie with severely damaged or destroyed housing; and a perception that the transitional shelter would become a 
permanent home. 
 

                                                 
1 Tailors (23), kiosk (116), workshops (8), embroidery (9), warehouse (23), others (139) 
2 This text was drafted by Bill Flinn in his case study following the interim evaluation 
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Cash and equity 
 Asset replacement: in Pariaman, women in the affected communities were owners of their housing, land and 

property. Most people held pre-earthquake assets – not many were renting or displaced – so a strategy targeting 
those who had lost a house was a valid response.  

 Fairness of fixed grants: a fixed amount of cash for all families is perceived to be fair but may mean that larger 
families or people living further from markets see a lower amount in real terms. 

 
Lesson learnt: cash approaches for shelter are more likely to be equitable where there are homogeneous, stable and 
egalitarian ownership structures. Variation in family size and distance from markets affect the value of cash grants.  
 

Cash and safety 
 Influence over safer building: the period after a disaster can be an opportunity to introduce incremental 

improvements to construction practices.  
 
Lesson learnt: cash buys influence to introduce safer building techniques faster than a vernacular process of trial and 
error but to have a long term sustainable impact on building practice, the proposed shelter solution must align with 
people’s longer term housing processes. 
 

Cash and the community 
 Good team, good engagement: experience among senior managers; ability to speak the local language; 

knowledge of community structures and capacities; and good relationships built by working with a local partner, 
supplanted the need for lengthy formal assessments and were pre-conditions for success 

 Good infrastructure, good markets: good roads for non-local material and spare local capacity for new labourers 
and suppliers to start up and respond to demand etc 

 
Lesson learnt: the CII office’s history and experience, Indonesia’s frequent exposure to hazards and West Sumatra’s 
pre-existing investment in some kinds of infrastructure were pre-conditions for success. 
 

 


